
Our company is looking for a business development & account. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for business development & account

Demonstrate complete knowledge of the features, advantages and benefits
of all MLex products, and be able to demonstrate them fully
Monetising account management by charging for analyst support
(extractions, presentations, claim letters etc) and training, whenever possible
Introducing and selling our Ethernet and Infiniband portfolio into and through
IBM Resellers and Direct Sellers
Achieve and exceed recurring revenue objectives in your assigned territory
Manage all aspects of the sales process including lead generation,
qualification, evaluation, and closing deals in collaboration with IBM Technical
Selling community
Develop and manage sales pipeline, prospect and assess sales potential with
the ability to move a large number of transaction simultaneously through the
sales pipeline
Manage and track customer and transactional information, assuring progress
through the Sales Funnel
Leverage the cloud based CRM system to build business, manage
opportunities, and maintain accurate forecasting and reporting
To be successful in this role, the Business Development Manager will nurture
relationships, build value, handle objections, create urgency, and collaborate
strategically with sales leadership to close new business opportunities
High level of interest in the region’s economies

Example of Business Development & Account Job
Description
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Work with other business development managers across the group to
maximise revenue
Bachelor degree holder in economics/business
Business-to-business sales experience progressively achieving higher targets,
or clear evidence of ability to do sp
Proven track record of managing MNC accounts at the highest level
Determined to build long-term business relationships which bring to success
in future
Experience with working in multinational, matrix organization will be a plus


